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ABSTRACT
The Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) is a robust method for monitoring Earth's surface mainly to
measure its topography and deformation. It is a widely used technique in multidisciplinary applications. By using
two SAR images interferogram was generated which showed phase as well as the amplitude information. The phase
information from two and more interferogram further used to extract information about height and displacement of
the surface. We used this technique to derived glacier velocity for Potsdam glacier which is located south of the
Schirmacher oasis and north of Wohlthat Massif, east Antarctica, using Sentinel-1 Single Look Complex images
captured in Interferometric Wide mode. For velocity estimation, Persistent Scatterer interferometry (PS-InSAR)
method was applied. This method uses time coherent of permanent pixel of master images and correlates to same
pixel of the slave image to get displacement. C-band sensor of European Space Agency, Sentinel-1A and 1B data
were used in this study. Estimated average velocity was around 0.12 m/day, which varied annually from 30 to 60 m.
The velocity varied by about 30-35 m/yr at higher elevation to 55-60 m/yr at lower elevation of the Potsdam
glacier.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Synthetic Aperture Radar interferometry (InSAR) is the very useful technique for measurement of topography and
deformation of the earth surface. It is an active microwave radar imaging system, which works on Doppler motion
principle. It uses two SAR images to generate interferogram. It uses InSAR capabilities in measuring and detection
ground surface deformation up to sub-centimeter level on wide scale. Several studies have been carried out
successfully for monitoring of the earth surface deformation caused by numerous sources like ice motion,
subsidence phenomena, earthquake, volcano, etc. Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) is one of the primary
tool for measuring distance of object from space, and the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an advanced system
that records phase as well as the amplitude information, where the phase is the number of cycles of oscillation of
waves between radar and the surface. SAR data consist of a grid of complex values related to each pixel of a frame
and it is possible to associate a phase value and an amplitude value connected to a reflected RADAR signal. Phase
information enables to measure the distance between the radar antenna and a target, while amplitude values are
influenced by the reflectivity of the target and give an indication of the power of the backscattered signal. InSAR
estimates the phase difference between two SAR acquisitions, related to the variation of the sensor–target distance;
if a temporal stack of SAR acquisitions is available, Differential InSAR (DInSAR) techniques could be applied to
define the spatio-temporal evolution of an instability phenomenon, describing its deformation path. Cryospheric
regions employ a wide variety of SAR and NISAR techniques (Jawak and Luis, 2014; Jawak et al., 2015a; Jawak et
al., 2015b; Jawak and Luis, 2015c; Jawak and Luis, 2015d). The contribution of the SAR techniques for the
cryosphere research includes measurement of the flow of glacier and ice sheet, generation of high resolution
topographic maps, calculation of surface displacement associated with crustal deformation (Goldstein and Werner,
1998). Rapid movement of the flowing ice creates spectacular fringes pattern in interferogram, and it increase with
increase in velocity. Monitoring of such high motion by satellite radar interferometry needs small orbital and
temporal separation between consecutive passes (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Sequence of differential
interferogram such as DInSAR or DiffSAR) is the effective technique of InSAR for the monitor the temporal
behavior of the change detection that leads to generation of the time series which allows to monitor deformation
(Berardino et al., 2002). The temporal gap of repeat-pass interferometry with marginal repetition of either days,
months, or even years can be used for long-term observing of geodynamic phenomenon. DInSAR is able to
measure displacements to centimeter accuracy, but depends upon the correlation (coherence) between RADAR
acquisitions (higher coherence leads to better result). Persistent or Permanent Scatterer Interferometry (PS
Interferometry) allows monitoring subsidence effect with millimeter accuracy. The processing system of PSI are

developed to cope with a single dominant point scattered inside a resolution cell, so as the number of interferogram
increases the PS density improves. The recognition and the quantification of the glacier surface deformation using
SAR interferometry technique having great impact in accuracy of results. Phase difference between two SAR
images taken with some temporal gap with different view angle of the sensor has been used to measure the velocity
of ice sheets and movement of glacier in polar region as well as Himalayan atmosphere. InSAR phase is sensitive to
both coherent displacement and surface topography along the SAR look vector occurring between the acquisitions
of the InSAR image pair (Kenyi and Kaufmann, 2003). Coherence tracking and intensity tracking, two cross
correlation techniques applied to SAR dataset, to produce 2D vector field datasets have been combined with
InSAR. If two or more radar images having good correlation and the orbital, topographic, tropospheric
contributions can be modeled, the precision of InSAR is in the order of millimeter, sometimes other errors may
arise while resolving the phase ambiguity through the unwrapping process (Berthier et al., 2005). The coherence
over the glacier surface is affected by flow condition and meteorological parameter, and diminishes with increase in
time interval between SAR images used to generate interferogram. Meteorological parameter, which create decorrelation, include surface melt of snow and ice and possibly snowfall and sometimes wind flow redistribution of
snow and ice. De-correlation caused due to the glacier motion are incoherent displacements of adjacent scatterers
and rapid flow if local deviations from the overall images registration function are not considered (Strozzi et al.,
2002). Current work focuses on the estimation of glacier velocity in Antarctic region. The study is focused on (a)
estimation of the velocity of Potsdam Glacier, (b) detecting the temporal velocity changes, and (3) quantifying the
changes occurred within the region.
2.

STUDY AREA

The Potsdam glacier is located south of the Schirmacher oasis and north of Wohlthat Massif. Most part of this
glacier is above 1000 m above mean sea level; the annual air temperature is below -20°C (Anschiitz et al., 2007).
The Indian Antarctic research station Maitri is located northwest, ~45 km from this glacier. Geographically it
extends from 71.25°S to 71°S and 11°E to 12°E, as it is shown in figure 2. The surface elevation varies from 1350
m above mean sea level in south-western part to nearly 600 m above sea level in the north-eastern part. The
velocity of this glacier claimed 20-30 m/yr at higher region and 70-80 m/yr at lower region. The thickness of the ice
is nearly >1200 m. Accumulation dominates in south-western part of the glacier field, but there is some exception
of small ablation zone near nunataks.
3.

METHODOLOGY

This work is divided into a three-step process, (1) Data selection, (2) Data processing, (3) Product validation. For
SAR data processing, it is important to have correct sets of data according to research requirement and the study
area. Having adequate SAR images is the first sign of getting good results. In this study we used Sentinel-1 SAR
interferometric single look complex data (SLC) level-1 product. For Potsdam glacier, six images were available
which are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1. Location of Potsdam glacier, Antarctica

Figure 2. False colour combination map of Potsdam Glacier

Table 1. Details of Sentinel-1 SAR images used derive Potsdam glacier surface velocity.
Mission
S1A
S1A
S1A
S1A
S1A
S1A

Acquisition date
29-07-2016
10-08-2016
22-08-2016
03-09-2016
15-09-2016
27-09-2016

Orbit no
012367
012542
012717
012892
013067
013242

Id
01345C
013A32
014004
0145EB
014B7D
015149

Unique identifier
7530
2113
DC32
575B
DBCA
CE44

Flight Direction
Ascending
Ascending
Ascending
Ascending
Ascending
Ascending

3.1. Data processing
Interferometric Processing of SAR data for DEM generation as well as velocity calculation having some common
steps like image co-registration, interferogram generation, interferogram flattening and topographical phase
removal, phase unwrapping, height or velocity conversion and geo-coding.
3.2. Processing steps for velocity calculation
The derive velocity of glacier surface we used the persistent scatterer interferometric (PSInSAR or PSI) method
where all SAR SLC images are taken for co-registration. For the PSI method, the number of images affects the
accuracies of the results, because the co-registration depends upon the amplitude of the signal. The software used
to generate velocity map from the SAR data has its own inbuilt module to handle every step of the functions and the
function is further parted in sub-function as shown in Figure 3.
Input SLC images for PS processing begin with TOPS co-registration based on the geometry using orbit and
External DEM; by exploiting the burst overlap and by using only stable area, the estimation of the azimuth coregistration residuals error occurs due to geometry. In second step, selection of Master and Slave is performed
according to the need and availability. Before performing third step there is need of sparse point selection based on
amplitude stability and reflective maps. These all sub-process along with synthetic GCP generation is performed
with the use of RAMP DEM which were uploaded with software.

Sentinel-1 IW-SLC images
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Figure 3. General steps for PS Interferometric process.
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The velocity of Potsdam glacier is calculated with the help of six SAR images using PSInSAR. All the six images
are alternatively used as master and slave, if one image is master rest of other behave as slave. In this study, we
found similar behavior from image, if the coherence of master and slave is higher, then accuracy rate is higher.
From this study, we found overall average velocity for this glacier as 45-60 m/yr, whereas at higher altitude toward
the south west of the glacier flow is at 30-35 m/yr and at lower altitude it measured as 55-65 m/yr. Because of less
coherence in some of the part of the glacier, we got biased result but it was low, so we removed it by defining a
threshold value.
Table 2. Velocity output estimated using different images
Date of Image

29-07-2016
10-08-2016
22-08-2016
(Master)
03-09-2016
15-09-2016
27-09-2016
5.

Average Coherence Estimated average velocity
(varies from 0 to 1)
(m/yr)

0.95
0.92

32
32

1

0

0.98
0.88
0.96

37
38
34

CONCLUSION

We were able to estimate velocity of the glacier using C-band sensor satellite with accurate result. In the case of
Potsdam glacier, its average velocity is around 0.12 m/day and annually it varies from 30 to 60 m, because of
variation in the elevation of glacier. The result showed a flow rate of about 55-65 m/yr at lower altitude, whereas at
higher altitude the flow speed was 30-35m, toward the south west of the glacier. Using the PSInSAR method on
Interferometric SAR data for estimating glacier velocity, the accuracy of the results varied according to the
coherence level of the SAR images; those having higher coherence (> 0.92) were able to provide accurate results.
As the coherence decreased, it was not easy to conduct study with the SAR images.
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Figure 4. Estimated average velocity (m/yr).
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